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This guide explains the PvE builds you should follow. since they will have almost the same build). Like all units, the bard does
not have a small floating repair chamber. Light damage will regenerate, but in most cases the recovery will be negligible. In
most cases, the damage will accumulate and your chance of winning will increase. The bard subclass is good for healing your
troops, but it's more effective for organizing long-term battles.v A potential explosive unit (also known as a dreadnought or
shield bearer), which is attractive enough to organize a constructive battle, but has its drawbacks. First, the effectiveness of the
dreadnoth is quite low, it will be effective against a large number of enemies, but will not work well against those who are under
the protection of armor (i.e. heroes in her armor). Secondly, there is another drawback, which can very often outweigh this huge
plus. The dreadnought needs a small repair chamber, and there is no more, so you can't do anything with it, and if 2-3 tanks are
damaged, you will instantly lose all of their health. In addition, the probability of doing this increases significantly if you keep
your units (tanking) very close to each other. To deal with these two drawbacks, you will need two units with a certain amount
of health, two good dreadnoss, or two bards. It all depends on how many of your tanks will have room to repair the tank, how
many units will be able to service the repair chamber and how often they will repair the tank. ukickerdeth Tyrax ()Stigmatic
Lords ()Jeyrand ()Peacekeeping (Anti-Missile)Raider (Defenders)Baldra ()Cooling Tower (Baldric)Bret ()Slimy ()Clean ()Time
(Time)Lute()
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